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Abstract

In this paper� we consider solving non�convolution type integral equations by the precon�
ditioned conjugate gradient method� The fast dense matrix method is a fast multiplication
scheme that provides a dense discretization matrix A approximating a given integral equa�
tion� The dense matrix A can be constructed in O�n� operations and requires only O�n�
storage where n is the size of the matrix� Moreover� the matrix�vector multiplication Ax can
be done in O�n logn� operations� Thus if the conjugate gradient method is used to solve the
discretized system� the cost per iteration is O�n logn� operations� However� for some inte�
gral equations� such as the Fredholm integral equations of the �rst kind� the system will be
ill�conditioned and therefore the convergence rate of the method will be slow� In these cases�
preconditioning is required to speed up the convergence rate of the method� A good choice
of preconditioner is the optimal circulant preconditioner which is the minimizer of kC�AkF
in Frobenius norm over all circulant matrices C� It can be obtained by taking arithmetic
averages of all the entries of A and therefore the cost of constructing the preconditioner is of
O�n�� operations for general dense matrices� In this paper� we develop an O�n logn� method
of constructing the preconditioner for dense matrices A obtained from the fast dense matrix
method� Application of these ideas to boundary integral equations from potential theory
will be given� These equations are ill�conditioned whereas their optimal circulant precondi�
tioned equations will be well�conditioned� The accuracy of the approximation A� the fast
construction of the preconditioner and the fast convergence of the preconditioned systems
will be illustrated by numerical examples�

AMS�MOS� subject classi�cations� ��B��� ��F��� ��R���

Key Words� Integral equations� circulant preconditioners� conjugate gradient method�

� Introduction

Circulant matrices are matrices that have constant diagonals and that the 	rst entry of each
column is the last entry of its preceding column� More precisely� each column in the matrix is
obtained by a cyclic shift of its preceding column� For an n
by
n matrix B� the optimal circulant
preconditioner c�B� of B is de	ned to be the minimizer of kC � BkF over all n
by
n circulant
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matrices C� see T� Chan ���� Here k � kF denotes the Frobenius norm� Since c�B� is a circulant
matrix� it is determined uniquely by its 	rst column which can be obtained easily by taking
the arithmetic average of the entries b��� of B� More precisely� the entries fc�gn��� in the 	rst
column of c�B� are given by

c��� �
�

n

X
������mod n�

b���� � � �� � � � � n� �� ���

see Tyrtyshnikov ����
Using the circulant structure of c�B�� the inverse c�B���� of c�B� and the matrix
vector

multiplication c�B����x for any vector x can be obtained in O�n logn� operations by using
fast Fourier transforms� see for instance Chan and Ng ��� Moreover� c�B� is positive
de	nite
whenever B is� see Tyrtyshnikov ���� This makes c�B� a very attractive choice of preconditioner
in the preconditioned conjugate gradient method for solving the system By � b� For then� if
B is positive
de	nite� the preconditioned matrix is positive
de	nite� Moreover� the cost of
multiplying c�B���� to a vector� which is required in each iteration of the method� can be
obtained in O�n logn� operations by using fast Fourier transforms�

Optimal circulant preconditioners have also been proposed and used successfully in solving
convolution type integral equations� see ��� ��� The discrete matrices from these integral equa

tions are Toeplitz matrices if the rectangular quadrature rule is used� For non
convolution type
integral equations� where the discrete matrices are no longer Toeplitz� convergence analysis of
optimal circulant preconditioners has also been studied� see �� ��� For example� for boundary
integral equations arising from potential equations� which are ill
conditioned� non
convolution
type integral equations with condition number increasing like O�n�� the preconditioned systems
have been shown to be well
conditioned� see Chan� Sun and Ng �� and also x��

However� there are two main di�culties in using circulant preconditioned conjugate gradient
methods for non
convolution type integral equations� The 	rst one is that the discretization
matrix B corresponding to the integral equation is dense� Hence multiplying B to a vector�
which is required in each iteration of the conjugate gradient method� is of O�n�� complexity�
The other di�culty is that since B is dense� forming the optimal circulant preconditioner c�B�
using ��� will require O�n�� operations in general� In this paper� we will address the second
di�culty�

To overcome the 	rst di�culty� a number of fast multiplication schemes have been developed
in recent years� see for instance ��� ��� �� �� ���� These methods try to obtain an approximation
A to the given integral equation such that the matrix
vector multiplication of A with any vector
can be done inO�n� or O�n logn� operations� depending on the smoothness of the kernel function
of the integral equation� In Chan� Lin and Ng ��� we have proposed a fast dense matrix method
for approximating integral equations� The method is basically the same as the skeleton method
of Tyrtyshnikov ��� applied to a partition suggested in Alpert et� al� ��� The approximation
matrix A is a dense matrix which can be obtained in O�n� operations and only O�n� storage is
required� Moreover� the matrix
vector multiplication Ax can be done in O�n logn� operations�

To deal with the second di�culty mentioned above� we will develop in this paper a fast
algorithm for constructing the optimal circulant preconditioner c�A� for matrices A that are
obtained from our fast dense matrix method� Using the special structure of our A� the circulant
matrix c�A� can be obtained in O�n log n� operations� Thus� the construction of the discretiza

tion matrix A and its circulant preconditioner c�A�� and the cost of multiplying A or c�A����
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to any vector can all be done in O�n logn� operations� Hence used in conjunction with our
fast dense matrix method� the circulant preconditioned conjugate gradient method for integral
equations requires only O�n log n� operations per iteration�

To illustrate the e�ciency of our construction and the e�ect of using circulant precondition

ers� we will apply these ideas in solving 	rst kind integral equations from potential equations�
These equations are known to be ill
conditioned with condition number growing like O�n�� Chan�
Sun and Ng �� have shown however that the problem becomes well
conditioned if it is precondi

tioned by optimal circulant preconditioners� In particular� the preconditioned system converges
in a 	xed 	nite number of iterations independent of the size of the discretized system� Thus� if
the system is solved by using preconditioned conjugate gradient method coupled with our fast
dense matrix method� the total cost of solving the system is of the order O�n logn� operations�

The outline of the paper is as follows� In x�� we brie�y recall the main concept of the fast
dense matrix method� Preliminary lemmas that are useful in computing the arithmetic average
of diagonals of matrices are given in x�� In x�� we give an O�n log n� algorithm for constructing
the optimal circulant preconditioners� Finally� in x�� we apply our ideas in solving boundary
integral equations from potential equations where the use of circulant preconditioners will speed
up the convergence�

� Fast Dense Matrix Method

In this section� we give a brief introduction of the fast dense matrix method proposed in Chan�
Lin and Ng ��� In the following� n is the size of the discretization matrix under consideration�
i�e� ��n is proportional to the the mesh size with which we discretize the integral equation� We
will set n � k � �l� where k is a 	xed small integer that depends on the smoothness of the kernel
function of the given integral equation�

The method in �� approximates a given integral equation or its discretization matrix by sum
of low rank matrices using the partition suggested in Alpert et� al� ��� It is basically the same
as the skeleton method ��� applied to such a partition� With the partition� B is cut into blocks
of di�erent sizes� The blocks near the main diagonal are of size k
by
k� those next remote are of
size �k
by
�k� and so forth up to the largest blocks of size �l��k
by
�l��k� By grouping blocks
of the same size into one matrix� we can express the matrix B as

B � B��� �B��� � � � ��B�l���� ���

where B��� consists only of blocks of size ��k
by
��k� As an illustration� for l � �� B��� has the
structure as shown in Figure �� where each B����� is a �k
by
�k matrix� We can easily check
that the number of nonzero blocks in B��� �see Figure �� is given by

�� �

�
� � �l � � � � ��
���l���� � �� � � �� � � � � l � ��

���

We will denote these nonzero blocks by B������ � � �� � � � � ���
Our approximation matrix A of B is obtained by approximating each block B����� in B��� by

a rank k matrix A����� by using polynomial approximation� More precisely� the approximation
matrix A is also cut into blocks of sizes the same as that of B� Then A is given by

A � A��� �A��� � � � � �A�l���� ���
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Figure �� Partition of the matrix B�

with each A���� � � �� � � � � l��� consists only of blocks of size ��k
by
��k� the same size as B����
As an illustration� for l � �� A��� is of the form
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Here each of the block A����� is of size ��k
by
��k and is a rank k matrix of the form

A����� � �P ����T������P ���� ���

where ������ is a k
by
k sampling matrix from B������ and P ��� is a k
by
��k polynormial in

terpolation matrix which is the same for all � � �� � � � � ��� For � � �� P ��� is just the k
by
k
identity matrix� Using ��� and the block structure of A��� as depicted in ���� we see that A���

can be written as
A��� �

h
I�l�� � �P �u��T

i
����

h
I�l�� � P �u�

i
� ���

Here I�l�� is the identity matrix of size �l��� � is the Kronecker tensor product and ���� is a
matrix having the same block structure as A���� except that the blocks ������ in ���� are of size
k� As an illustration� the matrix A��� for l � � can be written as �cf� �����

A��� �
h
I�
N�

P ���
�T i

������� �����
�

�������

������� �������

������

������� �������

�����	�

������

������ ����	�

����
�

������ ������

������

����� ������

�
I�
N

P ���
�
�

���

where each ����v� is a k
by
k matrix�
Combining ��� and ���� we then have

A �

l��X
���

A��� �

l��X
���

h
I�l�� � �P ����T

i
����

h
I�l�� � P ���

i
� ���

Thus for the computation of the matrix
vector product Ax using ���� it su�ces to form and store
���� and P ��� for � � �� � � � � l � � only� As shown in Chan� Lin and Ng ��� these matrices can
be constructed in O�n� operations and requires O�n� storage� and the cost of the matrix
vector
multiplication Ax using ��� is of order O�n log n� operations�
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In x�� we will discuss an O�n logn� algorithm for forming the optimal circulant preconditioner
c�A� of A using the decomposition in ���� In the next section� we give some lemmas that are
useful in computing the arithmetic averages of diagonals of a given matrix�

� Preliminary Lemmas

Given an n
by
n matrix B with entries b���� we de	ne the diagonal sums fd�gn������n��� of B to
be the sum along each of the diagonals of B� More precisely�

d� �

�����	
����


nX
�����

b������ � � � � n�

n��X
���

b������ � � �� � n�

����

Thus d� is the sum of the main diagonal entries of B� d� is the sum of the entries on the sub

diagonal and d�� is the sum of the entries on the super
diagonal� We note that once we have
the diagonal sums of B� then c�B� can be obtained in O�n� operations� In fact� by comparing
��� and ����� the following lemma follows�

Lemma � Let fd�gn������n��� be the diagonal sums of B� Then the �rst column entries fc�gn���
of c�B� are given by c� � d� and

c��� �
�

n
�d� � d��n�� � � �� � � � � n� ��

In view of ��� and ���� to form c�A� of A given in ���� we need to know how to form the
diagonal sums of A����� in ���� It is because they are the fundamental building blocks of A���

and hence of A� In the following� we consider the cost and storage requirement for forming
the diagonal sums of matrices of the form given in ���� The results are needed in x� when we
construct the optimal circulant preconditioner c�A� for A� We begin with the complexity counts
of forming diagonal sums for rank � matrices�

Lemma � Let p � �p�� � � � � pm� and q � �q�� � � � � qm�� Then the diagonal sums of the m�by�m
matrix ptq can be obtained in O�m logm� operations and the storage required is O�m��

Proof� Recall from ���� that the diagonal sums of ptq are given by

d� �

�����	
����


mX
�����

p�q���� � � � � m�

m��X
���

p�q���� � � �� � m�
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In matrix terms� this amounts to�
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�

pm �
pm�� pm
���

� � �
� � �

p�
���

� � �
� � �

p� p�
���

� � � pm

p�
� � �

��� pm��

� � �
� � �

���
� � � p�

� p�


CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�
BBBBBB�

q�
q�
���
���
qm


CCCCCCA

�

�
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB�

dm��

dm��
���
d�
d�
d��
���

d��m���

d��m���


CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

� ����

where the matrix is a column circulant matrix�
It is easy to augment the column circulant matrix to make it a square circulant matrix �which

in fact is determined uniquely by its 	rst column�� The diagonal sums fdjgm��
j��m��� i�e� the right

hand side vector in ����� can be obtained by multiplying the augmented square circulant matrix
to the augmented vector �q�� q�� � � � � qm� �� � � � � ��

t� This matrix
vector product can be obtained
e�ciently by using three fast Fourier transforms of length �m � �� see for instance Chan and
Ng ��� Thus the cost of obtaining the diagonal sums is O�m logm� operations and the storage
required is O�m��

Corollary � Let P and Q be two given k�by�m matrices� Then the diagonal sums of the product

P tQ can be obtained in O�km logm� operations and the storage required is O�m��

Proof� We have

P tQ �

kX
���

pt�q� ����

where p� and q� are the 	th row of P and Q respectively� Notice that the sum of the diagonal
sums is equal to the diagonal sums of the sum� Therefore we can form the diagonal sums of
each term pt�q� and sum them up to get the diagonal sums of P tQ� By Lemma �� the diagonal
sums for each pt�q�� 	 � �� � � � � k� can be obtained in O�m logm� operations with O�m� storage�
Once the diagonal sums of pt�q� are formed� they can be accumulated to the 	nal result and
there is no need to store the intermediate diagonal sums for each 	 � �� � � � � k� Thus the cost
of obtaining the diagonal sums of P tQ is O�km logm� operations and storage requirement is
O�m��

Corollary � Let P be a given k�by�m matrix and � be a k�by�k matrix� Then the diagonal

sums of the product P t�P can be obtained in O�km logm��O�k�m� operations and the storage

required is O�m��

Proof� We just need to compute the product �P 	rst and then apply Corollary � to the
product P t��P �� In computing �P � we need one row of the product at any one time �see �����
and therefore the total cost of forming �P is k�m operations and the total storage required is
O�m��
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� Construction of Optimal Circulant Preconditioner

In this section� we develop an O�n logn� method of constructing the optimal circulant precon

ditioner c�A� for the approximation matrix A given in ���� Recall that c�A� is de	ned as the
minimizer of kC � AkF over all circulant matrices C� By ���� it is clear that c��� is a linear
operator� Therefore by ���� we have

c�A� � c�
l��X
���

A���� �
l��X
���

c�A�����

where we recall that n � k � �l� By Lemma �� c�A���� can be obtained easily if we have the
diagonal sums of A���� In view of the block structure of A��� �cf� ����� we can have the diagonal
sums of A��� if we have the diagonal sums of its sub
blocks A������ Thus in the following� we
	rst consider the complexity of computing the diagonal sums of the sub
blocks A������ Then the
results will be pieced together to get the complexity counts for computing the diagonals sums
of A�

We begin by noting that for � � �� � � � � l � �� A��� is a block matrix made up of sub
blocks
A����� that concentrate only on four block
diagonals �cf ����� Since the sum of diagonal sums is
equal to the diagonal sums of the sum� one can obtain the diagonal sums of A��� by summing
the sub
blocks A����� along the four block
diagonals 	rst and computing the diagonal sums
afterward� To be more speci	c� let us consider the example in ��� 	rst� Here � � �� The
diagonal sums of A��� can be obtained from the diagonal sums of the following four matrices�

X
���

A������

�X
���

A������

�	X
����

A����� and

��X
���


A������

By ���� these four matrices can be rewritten as

X
���

A����� � �P ����tf
X

���

������gP ��� � �P ����t�
���
� P ����

�X
���

A����� � �P ����tf
�X

���

������gP ��� � �P ����t�
���
� P ����

�	X
����

A����� � �P ����tf
�	X

����

������gP ��� � �P ����t�
���
 P ����

��X
���


A����� � �P ����tf
��X

���


������gP ��� � �P ����t�
���
� P ���� ����

From the diagonal sums of these four matrices� one can compute the diagonal sums of A���� cf�
���� With this example in mind� it is easy to verify the following lemma�

Lemma 	 For � � �� �� � � � � l � �� the diagonal sums of A��� can be obtained in O�k����� �
O�k��l��� �O�k��� operations and O�k��� storage�
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Proof� As in the example above� we 	rst have to sum the ������ along the four block
diagonals

to obtain �
���
� � �

���
� � �

���
 and �

���
� �cf ���� and ����� By ���� there are ���l���� � �� sub
blocks

of ������� which are all k
by
k matrices� Therefore to form �
���
� � 	 � �� �� �� �� it requires at most

���l���� � ��k� operations and �k� memory�

Once �
���
� for 	 � �� �� �� � are formed� we compute the diagonal sums of the matrices

�P ����t����
� P ���� 	 � �� �� �� ��

�cf� ������ We recall by ��� that P ��� are k
by
��k matrices� Therefore� by Corollary �� the
diagonal sums of these four matrices can be obtained in O�k����� � log k� � k��� operations
and O�k��� storage�

Once these diagonal sums are formed� we can accumulate them together to get the diagonal
sums of A���� This step requires no more than ���k operations since there are only four diagonal
sums to accumulate and each of the diagonal sums has no more than ����k numbers� Combining
all the complexity counts above� the lemma follows�

Next we consider the case for � � ��

Lemma 
 The diagonal sums of A��� can be obtained in O�k��l� operations and O�k� storage�

Proof� For � � �� the sub
blocks A����� are of size k
by
k and are concentrated on � �instead
of �� block
diagonals next to and including the main block
diagonal� see for instance �� Figure
��� In other words� A��� is a band matrix of band
width less than or equal to �k� Thus forming
the diagonal sums of A��� requires at most O�kn� � O�k��l� operations and �k memory�

Combining Lemmas ��� � and �� we have our main theorem�

Theorem � For A given in ���� the cost of forming c�A� for A is of O�kn log n� � O�k�n�
operations and the storage required is O�n��

Proof� In view of Lemma � and �� the cost of obtaining the diagonal sums of
Pl��

���A
��� is of

the order of

k��l � k�
l��X
���

���� � �l�� � k��� � k�l�l � k�l � kn log n� k�n�

The memory requirement is of the order of

�k � k
l��X
���

�� � k�l�� � �k �
n

�
� �k�

Once the diagonal sums of A are formed� by using Lemma �� the 	rst column of the circulant
matrix c�A� can be obtained in just another O�n� operations�

In the next section� we will apply our c�A� to solving systems Ax � b arising from non

convolution type integral equations�
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� Boundary Integral Equations from Potential Equations

In this section� we consider solutions of potential equations�
�w�x� � �� x � ��
w�x� � g�x�� x � 
��

where 
� is a smooth close curve in IR� and � is either the bounded interior region with boundary

� or the unbounded exterior region with boundary 
�� In the boundary integral equation ap

proach� the solution w�x� is found by solving the density function u�y� in the following Fredholm
equation of the 	rst kind�

� �

��

Z
��

log jx� yju�y�dSy � g�x�� x � 
�� ����

see Chen and Zhou ��� x����� or Chan� Sun and Ng ���
If we de	ne the boundary integral operator B as

�Bu��x� � � �

��

Z
��

log jx� yju�y�dSy�

then ���� can be written as
�Bu��x� � g�x�� ����

For simplicity� we parameterize the boundary 
� by �x����� x������ � � � � ��� and thus ����
can be expressed as

�Bu���� �
Z �	

�
b��� �v��d � g���� � � � � ��� ����

where v�� � u�x���� x����
p
�x�����

� � �x�����
� and the kernel function b��� � is given by

b��� � � � �

��
log
�
�x����� x����

� � �x����� x����
�
�
� ����

In order to guarantee that the operator B has a positive kernel� such that B have no eigensolutions
of zero� we assume without loss of generality that

diam�
�� � max
x�y���

jx� yj � �� ����

see ��� p����� and ��� Remark����� One can scale down the size of the given boundary if
necessary� see Chan and Zhou ��� p������

The well
known advantage of the boundary integral equation approach is that the dimension
of the problem is reduced by one� However� ���� is a 	rst kind boundary integral equation having
a weakly singular kernel� If the Galerkin method with piecewise polynomials basis functions is
applied to discretize ����� the discrete matrix B of B will be ill
conditioned and has condition
number increasing like O�n�� where n is the size of the matrix� see for instance Hsiao and
Wendland ��� Remark ��� Therefore if the system is solved by the conjugate gradient method�
the number of iterations required for convergence will be increasing like O�

p
n��

To overcome the ill
conditioned nature of the operator B� optimal circulant integral operators
are proposed in Chan� Sun and Ng �� to precondition ����� Circulant integral operators are

��



convolution operators with ��
periodic kernels� The optimal circulant integral operator of a
given operator B is de	ned to be the minimizer of jjjC �Bjjj over all circulant integral operators
C� where jjj � jjj is the Hilbert
Schmidt norm� see Gohberg� Hanke and Koltracht ���� For B
given in ����� the kernel function of its optimal circulant integral preconditioner M is given by

�

��

Z �	

�
b��� � � �d�� � �  � ���

see Chan� Sun and Ng ��� Instead of solving ����� we solve the preconditioned equation

M��Bu �M��g� ����

It is proven in �� that this preconditioned equation is well
conditioned�

Theorem � �Chan� Sun and Ng �� Theorems 	�
�� Let B be the integral operator as

de�ned in �	
� and �	�� and M be the optimal circulant integral operator for B� Then there

exist positive constants �� � �� � � such that the spectrum of M��B lies in ��� ���� Moreover�

if the Galerkin method is used to discretize the operator M��B� then the condition number of

the discretized system is of O��� independent of the size of the discretized system�

Thus if the conjugate gradient method is used to solve the preconditioned system ����� the
convergence rate of the method is expected to be linear� see Axelsson and Barker �� p�����

In the following� we denote by B the discretization matrix of B using the Galerkin method
with the trapezoidal rule and A the approximation matrix to B using our fast dense matrix
method described in x�� We note that the optimal circulant preconditioner c�B� of B is equal to
the discretization matrix of M using the rectangular quadrature rule� see Chan� Sun and Ng ��
Theorem ��� We remark that the matrix A provides a good approximation to the discretization
matrix B� see ��� ��� or Table � below� Since the operator norm of the operator c��� in matrix
�
norm is equal to � �see Chan� Jin and Yeung �� Theorem ���� we have�

kc�A� � c�B�k� � kA�Bk�� ����

Therefore� c�A� will be a good approximation to c�B� and hence to M�
We now illustrate the e�ectiveness of the optimal circulant preconditioners and our approx


imation scheme by using a problem tested in Chan� Sun and Ng ��� We consider the solution
of ���� on regions � with boundaries 
� as depicted in Figure �� The boundaries are de	ned in
polar coordinates by

r � cos �� � f
���� � � � � ���

where f
��� � ��� � sin� ������ with � � �� Since � � diam�
�� � �� we scale the boundary so
that the diameter of the new boundary satis	es � � diam�
�� � ��� � �� see ����� For such
scaled domains� the kernel function ���� becomes

b��� � � � �

��
log

�

�
j� sin � � 

�
j � �

��
log

�
� sin��� � � cos��

� � 

�
�

�
� �

cos �� � cos �

f
��� � f
��

��

� �cos �� � f
�����cos �� f
���

�

� b���� � � b���� �� ����

��



Figure �� Solid line� � � ���� dashed line� � � ���� dotted line� � � ����

The right hand side g��� in ���� is chosen to be g��� � j cos���j �� � � � � � ��� All our
computations were done in Matlab on an IBM ��P
��� workstation�

As in Chan� Sun and Ng ��� we discretize �� ��� by uniform mesh and use the Galerkin
method with piecewise constant polynomials as basis functions to discretize the equation� The
integral over each element is computed by using trapezoidal rule with � points� Since b� in ����
is a ��
periodic convolution kernel� we see that the discretization matrix B of B can be written
as B � C � B� where C is a circulant matrix corresponding to the integration of b� over the
elements� Thus C is determined only by its 	rst column� From ����� we also see that

b���� � � b��� �� � b���� � �� �� � �� � � ��  � ��� ����

Therefore� B� is a symmetric centro
symmetric matrix� In particular� if B� is an n
by
n matrix�
it is determined by its upper half entries B��j�l� � � j � dn��e� � � l � n� The bottom half can
be obtained by re�ecting the upper half entries with respect to the center of the matrix�

It is clear that forming the matrix B� �or just its upper half� directly by integration of b�
over the elements requires O�n�� operations� In Figure �� we plot the log of the numbers of
�oating point operations in thousand �K�ops� required to form the upper half of B� against l
for di�erent values of k �solid lines�� We recall that n � k � �l� Thus the largest matrix size we
tried is n � �� � �� � �� ���� We remark that the counts do not depend on the values of � and
diam�
��� We clearly see from the slope of the lines in the 	gure that the cost of constructing
B� is increasing like O�n

���
Besides B�� we also use our fast dense matrix method to approximate the integration of b�

over the elements� This results in a matrix A� which can be obtained in O�n� operations and
requires only O�n� storage� and that the matrix
vector product A�x for any vector x can be
done in O�n logn� operations� see Chan� Lin and Ng ��� By the centro
symmetric property of
b� �see ������ we only need to generate the upper half of A�� More precisely� we only need to
apply our method to get the upper left and upper right n��
by
n�� submatrices of A� only� The
bottom half of A� can be obtained by re�ecting these two matrices�

In Figure �� we plot the log of K�ops required to form the upper half of A� against l
for di�erent values of k �dashed lines�� Since n � k � �l� the largest matrix size we tried is
n � �� � ��� � ��� ���� We remark that the counts do not depend on the values of � and
diam�
��� We see from the slope of the lines that the cost of constructing A� is increasing like
O�n�� In contrast� the cost for constructing B� is O�n

�� �solid lines�� We emphasize that there
is no need to form B� in order to form A�� We get A� by directly approximating b� in ���� using
our fast dense matrix method�

To illustrate the accuracy of our approximation� the relative errors kA� � B�kF �kB�kF for
di�erent � are given in Table �� Because generating B� is very expensive� we tried only matrices

��
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Table �� kB� �A�kF �kB�kF for di�erent kernels� where n � k � �l�

of size up to �� � �� � �� ���� We see from the table that our approximation scheme provides a
very accurate approximation A� to the matrix B� even for small k like ��

To accelerate the convergence of the conjugate gradient method� we use the optimal circulant
preconditioner c�C � A�� to precondition the system �C � A��� By the linear property of c����
we see that

c�C �A�� � c�C� � c�A�� � C � c�A���

In constructing c�A��� we have also made use of the centro
symmetric property of the matrix
A�� i�e� we only need to compute the diagonal sums of the upper half of A�� In Figure �� we
plot the log of K�ops required to form c�A�� against l for di�erent values of k �dotted lines��
Since n � k � �l� the largest matrix size we tried here is also n � �� � ��� � ��� ���� We remark
again that the counts do not depends on the values of � and diam�
��� We see from the 	gure
that the cost of constructing c�A�� is increasing like O�nkl� � O�n logn�� In contrast� the cost
for constructing c�B�� using ��� will be of O�n

�� operations�
Next we test the e�ciency and accuracy of solving ���� using the approximation A� for B�

and the optimal circulant preconditioner C � c�A��� Using the conjugate gradient method� we
solve for the vector x in the non
preconditioned system �cf �����

�C �B��x � g� ����

and for the vector y in the preconditioned system �cf �����

c�C �A��
���C �A��y � c�C �A��

��g� ����

We note that c�C � A�� � C � c�A�� is a circulant matrix� Hence its inverse can be found
e�ciently in O�n log n� operations by using fast Fourier transforms� see Chan and Ng ��� Thus
the cost per iteration of solving ���� and ���� by conjugate gradient method is O�n�� and
O�n log n� operations respectively�

For both systems ���� and ����� we choose the zero vector as the initial guess and the
stopping criterion is krqk��kr�k� � ������ where rq is the residual vector at the qth iteration�
The numbers of iterations required for convergence for di�erent � are given in Table �� where
the symbols C and I indicate if circulant preconditioning is used or not� From the table� we
see that the numbers of iterations of the preconditioned systems are smaller than that of the
non
preconditioned ones considerably� Notice that the iteration numbers of the preconditioned

��
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Table �� Numbers of Iterations and Relative Errors� where n � k � �l�

systems are uniformly bounded whereas those of the original systems are increasing with n as
expected�

Finally� we compare the accuracy of the solution y of the approximate system ���� with the
solution x of ����� We give the relative errors kx�yk��kxk� for di�erent � in Table � under the
column en� We see that the solution y provides a very accurate approximation to the solution
x even for small k�
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